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Platform for developing mobile applications that 
enables smart communities

Illinois App, Safer Apps (Illinois, Communities)

Leverage mobile apps to realize smart, healthy 
communities (campus initiative)



How and Why do we “Work Open”?

What are the benefits (payoffs) and drawbacks?

Does this require a shift in perspective?



How and Why do we “Work Open”?

What are the benefits (payoffs) and drawbacks?

Does this require a shift in perspective?

Developing an “ethos” of open-source:

Think of your efforts in terms of productivity, copying and sharing (forking), idea 
genealogy, and the social implications (capital and contracts). 
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Open-source Productivity Model

Closed-source software 
provides a proprietary 
“program” with source 
code that is not 
freely-available. 
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Open-source Productivity Model

Open-source software 
provides freely-modifiable 
source code where people 
can make forks (alternate 
copies).



INTERNAL CONTRIBUTORS
(Rokwire Employees)

EXTERNAL CONTRIBUTORS
(Collaborators, Pull Requestors)

BROADER COMMUNITY
(Stakeholders, Users)

Easier to develop components

Harder to develop components

Bulk of non-technical contributions
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Rokwire is a series of “roks” (building 
blocks).

Connected by a series of “wires” 
(dependencies taking the form of data 
connectors).

wire!
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Rokwire Architecture

Building Block

Input Data Internal Developers



Rokwire Dictionary: 
https://github.com/rokwire/rokwire-community/wiki/Rokwire-

Dictionary

Building Block

Input Data Internal Developers

Capabilities

Talents

External Developers

https://github.com/rokwire/rokwire-community/wiki/Rokwire-Dictionary
https://github.com/rokwire/rokwire-community/wiki/Rokwire-Dictionary


Building Block

Input Data Internal Developers

Capabilities

Talents

External Developers

Now Available!

Building Block API
https://github.com/rokwire/rokwire-building-blocks-api

API Documentation
https://api.rokwire.illinois.edu/docs/

Coming Soon!
Contributions catalogue/packager

https://github.com/rokwire/rokwire-building-blocks-api
https://api.rokwire.illinois.edu/docs/


Make code and documentation 
contributions!



Follow our Wiki and Blog
to get engaged with our 

Community culture!



From Onboarding to Engagement

Community Tools for 
Onboarding and Orientation

Engage with Content

Educational
Collaboration

Engage with Community
Productivity

Research/Technical
Collaboration



Typical Beginner Issues

Submitting a Bug Fix

Add a New Feature

Update Documentation

Answer Questions

Issue a Pull Request

Earn a Microcredential



Using issues to assign tasks and organize 
related resources.



Version Control and Rapid Prototyping

Diffs: line-oriented edit distance. Can use this to compare changes in 
a pull request, previous versions. 

Deletions

Additions



Full-stack Community
http://publish.illinois.edu/bradly-alicea/tag/full-stack-community/

Community activities as functions:

● right functions for implementation.

● functions to issues.

http://publish.illinois.edu/bradly-alicea/tag/full-stack-community/


:

:





Experiential Education (Learning by Engaging)

Data Privacy Standards: working with PII (personal identifiable 
information).

Mobile Architectures: making something work as a mobile device.

Special Topics (XR, Edge Computing): engage in Rokwire-adjacent 
fields of study.



Event sponsored by the 
Rokwire Community’s 
Publication Interest Group

Promoting the creation of 
documentation and 
Rokwire-relevant publications.

● skills in technical writing 
and editing.

● promote technical 
awareness of the Rokwire 
architecture.



Coming this Fall!

Collaboration with other 
research groups via sponsored 
events.

Promoting education in 
adjacent skills and concepts 

● open licensing.

● data privacy. 



Squaring 
the Circle

Why do we have Open-source Communities?



Draw upon a heterogeneous pool of expertise



Draw upon a heterogeneous pool of expertise

Build upon an existing 
network of contributors



Draw upon a heterogeneous pool of expertise

Means to facilitate education and informal learning
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Draw upon a heterogeneous pool of expertise

Means to facilitate education and informal learning

Recruit collaborators 
for future projects

Build upon an existing 
network of contributors



Social Capital
Trust + Positive Social Attention + Innovation + Reciprocity + Altruism

TRUST Each contributor will abide by the expectations 
of the community (social contract).



Social Capital
Trust + Positive Social Attention + Innovation + Reciprocity + Altruism

TRUST

A person’s work will be 
seen by many other 
people, benefits of 
approval will be 
gained using a 
reputation mechanism
(likes, shares, forks).

POSITIVE SOCIAL 
ATTENTION



INNOVATION

Social Capital
Trust + Positive Social Attention + Innovation + Reciprocity + Altruism

TRUST

Open-source contributions will 
lead to further innovation (virtuous 
behavior will bootstrap additional 
virtuous behaviors.

POSITIVE SOCIAL 
ATTENTION



INNOVATION

Social Capital
Trust + Positive Social Attention + Innovation + Reciprocity + Altruism

TRUST POSITIVE SOCIAL 
ATTENTION RECIPROCITY

A chain of virtuous 
behaviors leads to a 
community where 
people build 
collaborations and 
develop community 
resources.



INNOVATION

Social Capital
Trust + Positive Social Attention + Innovation + Reciprocity + Altruism

TRUST POSITIVE SOCIAL 
ATTENTION RECIPROCITY

A system of mutual support where cooperation is generally 
favored over competition, but where competition may be 
used to favor the greater good.

ALTRUISM



The Hidden Benefit of Giving Back to Open Source 
Software

Harvard Business Review, September 5 (2018)

Open-source projects can be thought of as a public good.

Companies can benefit from hiring workers with experience in open-source 
organizations.

● open-source contributions outside firm benefits individuals (skill building, 
access to technological systems).

● companies can benefit from hiring open-source contributors (can build 
upon, utilize value of open-source tools).



Debian Social Contract (1997)

Ensure that software remains open and free as it gets forked, scales up:

● gift improvements to the community that made the operating system 
possible.

● transparency in methods, software, and organization.

● staying focused on the users and the software that started the 
phenomenon.

Forms the basis for the Open Source Definition (https://en.wikipedia.org/ 
wiki/The_Open_Source_Definition)

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/


Github Repository: 
http://github.com/rokwire

Rokwire Community Website: 
http://rokwirecommunity.web.illinois.e
du

Rokwire Community Wiki:
https://github.com/rokwire/rokwire-
community/wiki

http://github.com/rokwire
http://rokwirecommunity.web.illinois.edu
http://rokwirecommunity.web.illinois.edu
https://github.com/rokwire/rokwire-community/wiki
https://github.com/rokwire/rokwire-community/wiki

